
Judge Update  

1/18/22 

 
Game Day - Kicks are a skill to be scored in the execution of skills section. On the scoresheet 
it refers to jumps - tumbling- and stunts, but kicks should also be included. 

 
Pyramid scores - We are finding a lot of teams missing kids due to Covid. For a .5 score 
of a pyramid to count two stunt groups must connect. 

Example - two stunt groups are in preps then connect then bump down - .5 

 
If a team does all the transitions but no two stunts connect it is a 0. 

Example - Two stunt groups do half up to prep and then invert out but never connect - 0 

 
Tumble Quantity - Tumble difficulty can be the same, but it can also be different. The ranges 
are the same:  

 Forward Rolls/Cartwheels – 1 
 Walkovers – 2 
 BHS – 3 
 Tucks – 4 
 Layouts – 5 

Example: if only 2 or 3        athletes do 7 Layouts, the team is in the 4.1-5 difficulty range. Then 7 
athletes do a synchronized forward roll, their tumble quantity is 1. 
 
Tumble Quantity is the skill that half of the team can do at the same time. Must be the exact 
same skill. 
 
Tumble Difficulty is the cumulative number of skills performed both running and standing. 
Recycling is allowed in the tumbling difficulty only. 

 
Tumble Quantity should be done synchronized. If the intent is to be synchronized, give the 
score and take points in execution. Synchronized is defined as the same  skill at the same time 
from start to finish. The skills performed as the quantity should affect tumbling execution. 

 
Cheer Skills - If you are the tumbling judge and a team does not jump or tumble in the cheer 
their cheer skills score is a 0. If you are the stunts judge and a team does not stunt in the cheer 
their cheer skills score is a 0. This score on each scoresheet is skill specific to what the 
scoresheet judges. 

 
Jumps - Make sure you’re using all the jumps throughout the routine. A team may do a jump in 
the cheer to get cheer skills points plus jump difficulty (REMEMBER they need 75% of the 
team. Use the majority cheat sheet) Then in the music section they may do 3 connected jumps. 
3+1 = 5 points. 

 
Pyramid - A teams pyramid score can come from different pyramids throughout the routine. 
There is often a bigger pyramid section, but then in the cheer there may be a structure with a 
transition that will also count to their pyramid score. This score doesn’t have to come from the 
same section. 



 

Execution: And as always, if the skills are simple but clean, the team should be rewarded in 
execution. Just                 because it's simple doesn't mean it's lower in execution.  

 
Formations - Look less for creative transitions and more on the cleanliness of these transitions. 
The routine should move, and it should do so in a clean and non-distracting way. It should flow. 
It should not have a section - run - section - run ext. Athletes should not be crossing each other, 
running across the mat, or excessively crossing center. 


